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06 February
Japan sold its currency five times in the final quarter of last year, the 
Ministry of Finance said on its website today, as the government 
moved to shield exporters’ earnings from the impact of yen gains.

Treasuries snapped a gain from yesterday on concern investors will 
demand higher yields at three auctions this week starting today as the 
economy shows signs of accelerating.

BHP Billiton Ltd.’s coking coal miners in Australia, the world’s largest 
exporter, voted to resume striking after rejecting the company’s latest 
offer on employment and accommodation.

Oil rebounded from a two-day low before international creditors 
decide on a bailout for Greece. Brent crude’s premium to West Texas 
Intermediate widened a ninth day amid freezing temperatures in 
Europe.

07 February
Argentina will lodge a complaint with the United Nations Security 
Council protesting the U.K.’s “militarization” of the southern Atlantic 
Ocean around the Falkland Islands.

The euro was 0.2 percent from an eight-week high on speculation 
Greece is making progress on measures to secure international aid.

Japanese shares rose, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average set for its 
highest close in more than three months, as Toyota Motor Corp. raised 
its earnings forecast and a drop in the yen boosted the earnings 
outlook for exporters.

Oil gained a second day in New York after an industry report showed 
crude stockpiles shrank in the U.S., the world’s biggest consumer of 
the commodity.

08 February
The euro was 0.2 percent from a two- month high as Greek Prime 
Minister Lucas Papademos met with European and International 
Monetary Fund officials to resolve a dispute over pension cuts.

Greek Prime Minister Lucas Papademos is meeting European and 
International Monetary Fund officials to resolve a dispute over pension 
cuts that threatens to scuttle a 130 billion-euro ($172 billion) rescue 
package.
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Treasuries snapped a two-day decline after Greek leaders failed 
to agree on economic measures needed to earn a second aid 
package, driving investor appetite for the relative safety of U.S. debt.

Asian stocks fell for the first time in three days after Greek policy 
makers failed to agree on pension cuts needed to secure a second 
debt bailout.

09 February
European finance ministers held back a rescue package for Greece 
in a rebuff that left lawmakers in Athens under government pressure to 
endorse a newly minted austerity plan or exit the euro.

China’s stocks swung between gains and losses as a government 
minister said exports probably dropped last month and European 
finance ministers held back a rescue package for Greece.

Asian stocks fell, paring the regional index’s longest streak of weekly 
advances since 2005, as European finance ministers held back aid for 
Greece pending a parliamentary vote on an austerity plan and as 
companies cut earnings forecasts.

Pacific Investment Management Co.’s Bill Gross increased his holdings 
of Treasuries to the highest level since July 2010, while billionaire 
investor Warren Buffett called them “dangerous.”

10 February
The Market Vectors Russia ETF, a U.S.-traded fund that holds Russian 
shares, declined for the first week this year as concern Greece will 
derail Europe’s debt-crisis recovery cut prices for oil and other 
commodities.

U.S. stock futures rose, signaling the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index may 
rebound from its first weekly drop of 2012, as Greek Prime Minister 
Lucas Papademos won approval for austerity measures needed to 
secure rescue funds.

Japanese stocks climbed as the Greek parliament approved austerity 
measures needed to secure a debt bailout, outweighing a report that 
Japan’s economy contracted more than expected.

Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said the nation needs to start “fine-
tuning” economic policies this quarter, the first indication of a 
timeframe for an adjustment he has pledged since October.


